MADE IN
ISOLATION

MEDIA KIT

PURPOSE
A REPOSITORY FOR CREATIVE
ENDEAVORS INSPIRED DURING
AN UNPRECEDENTED PERIOD OF
ISOLATION
Made in Isolation chronicles how practicing
artists and people of varied backgrounds are
responding to the coronavirus pandemic. Amid
what has quickly become an uncertain existence,
the creative process can form a bulwark against
despair and a refuge for the soul.
For those who cannot, will not, go quiet,
questions arise: How do we confront this "new"
reality with eloquence, honesty, even humor?
How do we find comfort without getting too
comfortable? How do we proclaim truth in the
midst of a terrifying but oddly liberating
emergency? The "makers" herein answer those
questions very differently, as individuals will. They
act in community, as best they can, as people do.

How do we
proclaim truth
in the midst of
a terrifying
but oddly
liberating
emergency?

"Creativity by its nature is about
discovery, flexibility in thinking, learning
and growth. As an artist that has the
privilege to follow my personal interests,
I have attempted to use time to grow
both with process and image making.
Being able to create allows me to
reflect on my current way of observing
and reacting to natural and human
worlds. It is my hope that as we come
out of our isolation, we will fully
appreciate other people, friends,
experiences and look at everything with
more empathy and open minds."
-Nancy Fishel, Painter

LINKS
Listen to our interview on WYPR:
https://www.wypr.org/post/arts-surviving-andthriving-during-covid-19-lockdown
Check out our feature in The Baltimore Sun:
https://www.baltimoresun.com/coronavirus/bs-femade-in-isolation-20200920gztipn7ymjhsxfhjjyntnm5qji-story.html?
fbclid=IwAR1PrrpGxnNGq7Kd20BYuP72fk4YuO2LrtrI
Z_ZLYvD4oognV720q2D_HTY
Participate in a maker interview:
https://www.madeinisolation.org/participate
Join the Facebook group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/isolationcreation
Follow us on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/madeinisolation/

In October 2020, Made in Isolation was selected to
be preserved in the Library of Congress
Coronavirus Web Archive as an example of visual
arts created during the pandemic and isolation.
The site will be available for researchers today and
in the future.

"If you are a
creative person,
this is all grist
for your mill."
-Duane Michals

About the Founder:

Christy Zuccarini is a community artist
based in Baltimore, MD. Her primary
living is as a writer and editor within
the nonprofit sector, For ten years,
Christy documented maker culture for
Baltimore by Hand, an online journal
that began in The Baltimore Sun and
continued as a personal project until
2019. In March 2020, she launched
Made in Isolation in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic.

